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Abstract. For biological agents, the perceived world does not consist of

other agents only. Also software agents can have a shared world model

they operate on. In this paper we discuss information systems as an

important part of software agents' environment and try to identify the

corresponding demands, leading us to build an information system for

software agents on top of a conventional database. Thus we were able to

add \agenti�ed" access to the advantages of current information systems

like reliability and speed.

1 Introduction

The COMRIS project aims to develop, demonstrate and experimentally evaluate
a scalable approach to integrating the inhabited information spaces schema with
a concept of software agents. The COMRIS vision of co-habited mixed-reality
information spaces emphasizes the co-habitation of software and human agents in
a pair of closely coupled spaces, a virtual and a real one. The COMRIS project
uses a conference center as the thematic space and concrete context of work.
Each participant wears his personal assistant, an electronic badge and ear-phone
device, wirelessly hooked into an Intranet. This personal assistant { the COMRIS
parrot { realizes a bidirectional link between the real and the virtual space. It
observes what is going on around its host (whereabouts, activities, other people
around), and it informs its host about potentially useful encounters, ongoing
demonstrations that may be worthwhile attending, and so on. This information is
gathered by several personal representatives, the software agents that participate
in the virtual conference on behalf of a real person. Each of these has the purpose
to represent and further a particular interest or objective of the real participant,
including those interests that this participant is not explicitly attending to.

In the COMRIS and similar agent scenarios, information systems can take
over two important roles: Firstly, information systems can serve as the world
abstraction for software agents. Thus a virtual environment that does not consist
of other agents only can be created: Passive objects like the COMRIS conference
schedule and other general conference information are not modeled as agents but
stored in an agenti�ed information system. Using an web interface, also human
users can access this information. Secondly, information systems can serve as a
\blackboard" [HR85] [KHM99] system for software agents. COMRIS information
gathering agents are helping the personal representative agents (PRA) [PANS98]
improving the matchmaking process between participants. These two types of



agents do not communicate directly: In order to become more independent from
the current access characteristics of the world wide web the gatherers are already
collecting information about the known participants before the conference starts.
The results are stored persistently in the information system and are available
immediately when demanded by PRAs. The persistent storage capabilities can
also be used to save the state of an agents easily.

2 Existing Solutions

The �rst solution we considered was a set of tables in a conventional relational
database. Normalization [Ull88] provides a more or less clear and unambiguous
way to come from the conference ontology to a set of tables. The �rst problem
we encountered was that several concepts of our domain ontology are inherited
from other concepts. Inheritance of concepts suggests that an Object{Oriented
Database Management System (OODBMS) could be a more suitable solution.
Also with introduction of sets as table �elds [Wag98], it is possible to encode
relations to sets containing references to related objects instead of table joins,
which overcomes a general performance problem in traditional databases [LP83]
The disadvantage of having more possibilities to model relations is that all per-
sons involved in modeling would not only have to agree on a domain ontology,
but also on the concrete implementation in an object{oriented database. Al-
ready [The90] explicitly addresses a similar point: \Performance indicators have
almost nothing to do with data models and must not appear in them".

The Object Database Management Group (ODMG) standard [Cat97] seems
clearer in this point by removing SQL concepts like tables and rows and replac-
ing them by classes and instances, but ODMG carries around its own baggage
from its persistent object storage roots. The conceptual overload raises not only
negotiation problems but also makes it more diÆcult to provide agents with
domain independent capabilities like general reasoning or learning. Addition-
ally, also knowledge about the \implementation" of the ontology into a database
schema would have to be maintained somehow1.

Frame systems [Min85] [BS85] are the initial root of object oriented program-
ming and are theoretically also able to serve as an information system for our
agents. A very relevant example for a frame system is Ontobroker [DEFS99]. On-
tobroker is an ontology{based tool for accessing distributed and semi-structured
information developed at the AIFB institute of the University of Karlsruhe.
Ontobroker stores knowledge in a central frame system and provides a query
interface to the stored data. Data collection from the web is delegated to wrap-
pers, accessing external databases, and the \Ontocrawler". The \Ontocrawler"
is a program that is able to extract information from specially annotated web
pages. Our problem { not only concerning Ontobroker but frame systems in gen-
eral { is that we are performing all reasoning in the agents, and therefore we do
not need advanced reasoning and classi�cation capabilities in the information

1 A good example that it makes sense to reduce conceptional overload may be the

JAVA programming language compared to C++



system, mixing up the storage and application layer. In frame systems we have
a better logical foundation than in OODBMS, but we are not willing to trade
o� performance.

3 The COMRIS Information Layer

Because of the raised problems, we did not want to use an existing information
system without any adaption. So we decided to build our information system on
top of a conventional database. The additions we made are an agent communi-
cation interface and the introduction of relations as �rst class members of the
data model: Thus the characteristics of relations can be speci�ed directly like
in class diagrams of the Uni�ed Modeling Language (UML) [FS97] instead of
explicitly using container classes like the ODMG standard. The corresponding
subset of UML class diagrams may be used to specify the ontology and thus
also the data model. So the modeling process is able to concentrate on the \real
work" instead of problems like choosing the \right" data structures etc.

For the agent communication, a direct mapping from the ontology to an
XML encoding is used, embedded in an XML encoded FIPA ACL frame [Fou97].
XML can be parsed easily in several programming languages. Using style sheets,
XML can be displayed by any web browser in the near future, enabling the
software agents to send messages to \human agents" directly. An XML structure
can be extended easily by adding XML-attributes without changing the general
XML element structure, thus enabling agents using probabilistic data models to
communicate with non-probabilistic services without the need of two completely
di�erent content languages.

Utilizing the simplicity of the data model, we were able to develop an instance
browser and a web interface for the COMRIS information layer without great
e�ort. The instance browser can be used to inspect and modify the whole content
of the information system avoiding possibilities of syntactical errors completely.
It also provides the advantages of a graphical user interface like selection lists for
relations etc. The web interface of the information system can be used to make
information like the conference schedule etc. accessible for human users directly.

4 Conclusion

With an agenti�ed interface, information systems can play an important role
in the environment of software agents. Beneath being a part of the perceived
world of the agents, information systems can provide services like persistent
storage and blackboard functionality that helps agent designers to focus on their
main objectives and design agents as lean and powerful entities. In multi{agent
systems, where agents are designed by di�erent vendors, a simple data model
directly derived from the domain ontology can reduce negotiation demands.

A more detailed technical documentation of the COMRIS information layer
is available at:

http://www-ai.cs.uni-dortmund.de/FORSCHUNG/VERFAHREN/IL
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